
EARLY YEAR

thrilling prospect of going to the Cauca u . We had ometime climbed in Wales
with John Jenkins and Michael TaylOl'; they were from Birmingham niversiry, and
had done a number of highly emerpri ing climb in the Alps, some of them first
British ascents. A plan was hatched for a joint Birmingham/ Oxford expedition 10

the Caucasus, which had not been visited by a British pany for many years. Robin,
Bob Beaumont and 1 were 10 be the Oxford participants. The expedition was in faCt
a brillialll ucce s and achieved several first a cems, including a new route on Ushba
which, ome 25 year later, wa 10 re ult in Robin receiving the badge of a 10\
grade Russian Ma ter or pon. adl, I had to mi s all thi , because I di covered
that a 'vi\'a' wa an absolute requirement for anyone who wanted an Oxford
degree. The Proctors would give no dispensation from this fonnality, and my viva
could nOt be held until late July. It LOok only a moment, and I remember the
question I was asked. Who was Bishop or Lincoln in 1447? It eemed a fearful pity
LO have missed 6 weeks in the Caucasus for thi , especially a I didn't know the
ans\\'cr.

The phenomenon of 14 July on the Cervin1

L. G. Valene
(Translation: H. Pursey)

Who has not been intrigued 10 read or the mysterious appanllon wilJ1essed by
Whylllper and his twO guides, Taugwalder hither and son, after the terrible fall of
their unfortunate companion? And what i one to think of the phenomenon? For
my part, I have never come across a plau ible explanation of this vision in the
literawre or the Alp. Brocken pectre, aurora, optical illusion, collective
hallucination arising from the il1lense emotion of the 3 mountaineers after the
accident, double rainbow di torted by refraction or simply by the overexcited
senses or the ob ervers, heavenly apparition-all these have been advanced without
oOcring a satis(actol'y olution. 1 have myself been to the Cervin 4 times in vat'ious
weather conditions, fine and stormy, with skies of supernatural beaury, but
without being able to observe the slightest unusual effect. Moreover, the guide
Hermann Schaler of Zermatl, who has climbed the Cervin more than 200 time, ha
himsell' never een anything ('esembling the description. To arrive at a more
plausible explanation of the phenomenon, if not more cientific in the rigorou
Canesian sense, we need to examine thoroughly not just the various pas ibilities,
but also all the available data from which the climatic condition can be deduced,
that is, the metcorological conditions on that memorable 14 July 1865
memorable both (or alpinislll and for the hi tory ol'the Cer'vin and ol'Zermatt.

In his description Wh I11per says in particular: 'As' for me, I thought after a
moment or two that perhap it was a mirage in which we ourselves were in some
way involved, but our movements did not cause anything to change. The ghostl)'fomlJ sta)'ed
quite still.' And later: 'It was an awe-inspiring, wonderl'ul spectacle, unique among
my recolleCtions '.

It was '6 o'clock in the e\'clting', and the roped party arrived 'at the snow on the
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arete which descends tOwards Zermatt'. They were on the neve of the Shoulder at a
height of about 4200m:

'We were getting ready to descend when, suddenly, an enormous arc formed in the sky,
high above the Lyskamm. It was pale and still, but perfectly sharp and clear, except at the
extremities which merged into the clouds, and seemed like a vision of another world.
Struck with a superstitious fear, we rollowed with amazement the gradual development of
twO large crosses at either end of the extraordinal)' arc. If the Taugwalders had not seen it
first, I would have doubted the evidence of my senses. '

A!V«1 ';:',,-. l~"'" liR•.iH «""'~;." CJ~ !M '*"$"'''' .I'~'''.'''' , ....~ '.ft' k,. <i>~. b
1~, "'H,' ,'''' l<,),;a,n .,~,<vo"".<-~,),.,,<., h.~.,"~l>

43 The original illustrations (from 'Les Alpes')

It is evident from these remarks that Whymper had considered the apparition in
an objective and critical way. Furthermore, his comments were accompanied by an
excellent drawing as well as a schematic diagram probably made during the course
of the apparition itself. What strikes one in the illustration are the dark grey bands
which appear to be some kind of shadows projected on to a misty bank surrounded
by odd clouds. From his drawing, the apparition has a remarkable resemblance to a
solar halo of a rather complicated form, but, as sometimes occurs, with the one
difference that a halo of this type is produced around the sun, and the arc of the
solar halo and its cross rays are luminous rather than dark as in Whymper's sketch.
The dark and light are reversed, that which is luminous in the halo being black in
the image reflected by the screen formed by clouds which are perpendicular to the
sun's rays. The apparition appeared to the SE at 6 o'clock in the evening, and at this
time the sun was in the opposite direction close to sunset.

All things considered, after reading Whymper's description, none of the above
hypotheses are wholly satisfactory, and one must look elsewhere for an ex
planation. Alluding to the account by the Abbe Gorret of the first ascent of the
Cervin by the Italian route of 17 July 1865 by Jean-Anthoine Carrel and]. B. Bich,
after the 2 successful climbers rejoined their companions, the Abbe Gorret and J. J.
Maynet, who had remained at a height of about 4350m, Whymper added: 'It was at
the moment when they arrived at the Epaule (round 4350m) that they witnessed the
phenomenon of which I have spoken'. But the date does not agree. Whymper's
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ob ervation wa on 14 July, while that of Abbe Gorret was on the 17th, 3 days later.
On studying the full text of the Abbe's account in the German translation, which
appeared in U5 Alpe5 in 1935, we are struck by the following pas age relating to
17July I 65:

'Arter collecting the provi ion which we had lert on the rock' (we hadn't even had time to
eat, it was too late) 'we aw an apparition which "fit nocre joie" ( id. The weather in
Switzerland was rair, and we aw we were in the middle or a rainbow-coloured circle. Thi
"rata morgana", or mirage, was all round us like a crown at the centre or which we aw
our own ghost.'

It mu t be said that the ob ervation concerning the identification of the
phenomenon by the Abbe Gorret is less preci e, whereas Whymper had aid
emphatically that, in pite of his movements, the form of the apparition remained
stationary. Whymper speak of the 'pale colour', while Gorret mentions 'colours of
a rainbow'. But the latter speaks particularly of 'our shadows or ghosts', and says
'we saw ourselves at the centre ofa circle'.

One may notice incidentally how an inexplicable natural phenomenon affects
people's morale differently, according to their state of mind. Whymper's party was
'struck by a superstitious terror', while the apparition 'brought joy' to that of Abbe
Gorret, who were excited at having made an ascent without any accident. 2 From the
Abbe's account, it was on 14 July in the company of the engineer Giordano on the
Theodulhorn when, towards 14 hours, he saw some figures on the summit of the
Cervin, and set off immediately down to Breuil to prepare to receive 'the
conquerors', who, he imagined, could only be Carrel and his companions, who had
et out on the same day as Whymper. It is therefore quite certain that Whymper's

and Gorret's ob en'ations concern 2 different apparitions separated by 3 days. Had
Whymper made an uncon ciou mi take about the time coincidence of these 2
phenomena, or did he merely wi h to support his observation with the evidence
that the apparition recurred 3 days later? ot that this is of much con equence for
the identification of the apparition it elf. Continuing with the account of Gorret, we
notice that the weather took a marked turn for the worse during the night of 17-18
July. The writer speaks of a nocturnal torm. On the morning of 18 July, the tent of
the bivouac was 'covered by a foot of hail'. The Cervin was 'completely white' and
the weather was poor. Gorret mentions particularly 'losing 2 hour melting the
hail tones', and that 'he would never have thought hailstones were so difficult to
thaw'. 0 doubt the hailstones were well frozen by temperatures below zero, a fact
the significance of which will be apparent later. The descent itself was difficult,
'everything was slippery ice'. Concerning these weather conditions, Whymper for
his part said of 14 July following a'splendid sun et on the 13th,' that:

'It was one or those marvellously pure and calm day which commonly precede bad
weather. The absolutely still air was not disturbed by a single cloud or patch or mist. We
could see perfectly dearly mountains which were 75 to lOOkm away .... The Viso, 160km
away, seemed quite dose to us; at over 200km the Alpes Maritimes could be seen
completely rree or mist'.

o wind! Whymper mentions 'the green fields of Zermatt, dotted with chalets from
which threads of blue smoke rose steadily'. A similar view could be seen from the
Breuil face, and further away, the 'sunlit plains'. An exceptional day of CJ1'stal
clarity, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon! The weather remained fine and clear during
15, 16 and 17 July (Monday), but suddenly deteriorated the following day.
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Everything suggests it was a period of fohn, with the air super-saturated with
water vapour. In spite of Abbe Gorret's incomplete observation, one may presume
that it was a case of the characteristic phenomenon of the Spectre of the Brocken,
accompanied by I'ainbo\l' colours caused by the sun's rays refracted in the fine water
droplets or supercooled crystals of a condensation fog, without which the
phenomenon described could not haye been produced.

Whymper's appal'ition was quite different. In examining his sketch one observes
that the phenomenon appears to be projected on to a sort of immense screen, at a
great distance away and at a height of over 4500m ('above the Lyskamm'). This
screen was tormed by a uniform bank of cirrus clouds, that is to say, it was COIll

posed of a mass of hne needles of ice. As the weather was very calm, it was not
detarmed by the winds and tanned in the distance a kind ofvertical mirror.

It is strange to record that the form of phenomenon itself has an odd
resemblance to a halo (or, rather, to a corona or aureole) which occurs under
certain atmospheric conditions around the sun, and is a sign of an imminent
change in the weather. Generally, these haloes consist of a single circle around the
sun. They may sometimes split into 2 or (very rarely) several circles or broken arcs,
separated fi'om one another or intersecting to form extremely regular geometric
figures, connected by arcs and crosses. They ar~ caused by refraction of the rays by
the fine droplets, or rather ice needles, of a very thin cloud or a diaphanous and
translucent fog interposed along their path. Clear in the centre, they are coloured
red on the inside and violet outside. Because of the non-uniformity of the overlying
air, these coronae may deform considerably and in particular may form themselves
into vertical or horizontal straight lines which, sometimes, touch or cross each
other. The sun itself may appear as a cross of great beauty, a phenomenon which is
fairly rare in our latitudes but more common in polar regions.

From his sketch, Whymper was in full sunlight with his guides. He would
therefore have been able to see directly any solar halo which was visible from these
regions. In any case, as a good professional observer he would certainly have
mentioned it in his account. One must therefore suppose that the solar cross
appeared to the NW and outside our latitudes, beyond the horizon, and was
partially reAected by a stationary cloud screen at a height of over 4500m and at a
suitable elevation and azimuthal angle for the formation of an image, which was
intercepted at a distance like the mirages of ships, which sometimes appear in the
sky to the astonishment of mariners. The total calm and clarity of the atmosphere
on 14 July at up to 200km, that is to say beyond the curvature of the earth, would
have made such an atmospheric effect entirely possible.

The odd thing is that, apart from the partial image of a solar halo, in
Whymper's sketch the corona and the vertical and horizontal bars are dark,
whereas, seen against the sun they should be bright. The apparent paradox had
puzzled me for a long time when one day, during a walk neal' Geneva, I was able to
observe simultaneously a solar aureole to the Wand its reAection on a bank of
cirrus clouds to the E. The solar corona reAected on the bank was not bright, but
dark. It was for me a happy revelation, for now at last I had the key to the mystery
which had intrigued me since childhood.

That real mirages are perfectly possible in our latitudes, and in confirmation of
what I had by pure chance been able to observe for myself, is testified, to give one
instance, in a note which appeared in the Nouvelle Gazette de Zurich of 1/12/1947,
entitled 'Eine Himmelserscheinung'. It concerned a halo which showed up
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magnificently against the sky, which was covered by high stratus cloud. The
interesting point was that not only was the halo itself visible against the sun, but it
was reRected by ver), high cloud composed of very fine ice-needles, so that 2 haloes
were visible opposite each other. It should be noted that the second halo was
incomplete, and formed only a sector of a circle. According to the journal, a
number of people were able to observe this effect. Unfortunately, nothing is said in
the account concerning the dark colour of the reRected image. On the other hand,
some recent observations in France mention '7 suns' with 'awfully dark' opposed
reRections.

One must therefore suppose that Whymper saw a partial mirage, that is to say the
reRection of a solar corona hidden by the earth's curvature, and deformed or
combined with the phenomenon of a solar cross. This mirage would not necessarily
have been visible from a lower altitude, since a certain angle of incidence is always
necessary for it to be seen.

From all the above data and references one may conclude that the apparition
witnessed by Whymper and his guides of 14 July 1865 was neither a Brocken
Spectre, nor an aurora, nor a distorted double rainbow, and still less an optical
illusion or a mass hallucination. It could not have been a solar corona viewed
directly since the mirage appeared in the SE during the evening, in the opposite
direction to the sunset. The description by Whymper, illustrated by his masterly
drawing, is in fact too precise for such a hypothesis to carry weight. The Abbe
Gorret's account is an independent proof confirming our conclusion. In
comparing the diagram by Whymper with that of a complete solar halo, such as
may sometimes be formed against the sun, the resemblance is striking, bearing in
mind the effects of deformation, deRection and re-alignment, also of the inversion
by interference and partial suppression of shadows and highlights of the display
from shafts of light reRected by a very high screen after refraction, diffraction,
polarization and optical absorption-effects which always occur when light must
travel a great distance through intervening air of variable transparence, trans
lucence, refractive and diffractive behaviour. It is also very probable that the image
was, like the majority of such mirages, reversed, although this would not greatly
alter the apparition itself because of its symmetrical form. Even though solar haloes
can persist for a long time (I have seen them last for a whole afternoon) this is not
the case for their reRected images, which, as in Whymper's case, disappeared very
quickly following a light wind which disturbed and then dissipated the cirrus
reRecting screen. At any event, it was a very rare meteorological phenomenon
which arose through an exceptional concourse of weather patterns in a region
bounding 2 different climates-a fantastic vision which leaves us marvelling, since
it has never again been seen on the Cervin.

Reproduced from Les Alpes, revue du CAS, 1957 by kind permission of the Editor.
It also appeared that j. A. Carrel and his companions, on the day of their failure, namely
14 July, had themselves seen Whymper's mirage abov.e the Lyskamm, but without
following it up with a detailed description. In their frustrated state, they would have
interpreted the vision as a fiendish intervention by the demon of 'la Becca' to accelerate
their demise, which is yet another example of a reaction contrary to what it would have
been on 17 July after their victory. (c. Haensel, La lulle Pour le Cervin, p 178)
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